Gaze-related response properties of DLPN and NRTP neurons in the rhesus macaque.
The dorsolateral pontine nucleus (DLPN) and nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis (NRTP) are basilar pontine nuclei important for control of eye movements. The aim of this study was to compare the response properties of neurons in DLPN and rostral NRTP (rNRTP) during visual, oculomotor, and vestibular testing. We tested 51 DLPN neurons that were modulated during smooth pursuit (23/51) or during motion of a large-field visual stimulus (28/51). Following vestibular testing, we found that the majority of smooth pursuit-related neurons in DLPN were best classified as gaze (13/23) or eye velocity (7/23) related. Only a small percentage (3/51) of DLPN neurons responded during vestibular ocular reflex in the dark (VORd). We tested rNRTP neurons as described above and found the majority of neurons (35/43) were modulated during smooth pursuit or during motion of a large-field stimulus only (4/43). A significant proportion of our rNRTP gaze velocity neurons (10/18) were also modulated during VORd. We found that the majority of smooth pursuit related neurons in rNRTP were best classified as gaze velocity (18/35) or gaze acceleration (11/35) sensitive. The remaining neurons were classified as eye position or eye/head related. We used multiple linear-regression modeling to determine the relative contributions of eye, head and visual inputs to the responses of DLPN and rNRTP neurons. Our results support the suggestion that both DLPN and rNRTP play significant roles not only in control of smooth pursuit but also in control of gaze.